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COLOR EMOTIONS



COLORS ARE USED TO
EXPRESS & EVOKE EMOTIONS

➔ Branding

➔ Artworks

➔ Film & Television

➔ Fashion



➔ Brand recognition is tied strongly to colors

➔ It can reflect your company’s values and ideas behind the 
branding and it derives from picking the “right” color



COLORS MEN & WOMEN FIND ATTRACTIVE
(According to Joe Hallock)



COLORS MEN & WOMEN FIND LEAST ATTRACTIVE
(According to Joe Hallock)







YELLOWYELLOW



Yellow is most commonly used by the automotive and food industries due to its ability 
to invoke energy and happiness. 

Similar to the color Red & Orange, it is the color used for warnings and alerts 

E.g. Mcdonald's, Ikea, Ferrari







REDRED



Red logos are known to be efficient at grabbing customer attention, often associated 
with love and passion, not forgetting anger and danger.                                                

However, it should used moderately. 

It is the warmest and most dynamic among all colors.

E.g. Coca Cola, Redbull, YouTube







ORANGEORANGE



Orange is another high favored color for food, art and the sports industries. While 
in one sector it evokes an appetite, in others it suggests playfulness, creativity and 

energy hence a popular color for kids related industries.

As compare to Red, Orange is a less harsh option, at the same time, it feels more 
inviting and subtle







GREENGREEN



Green is mainly used to represent eco-friendly companies or businesses revolving 
around agriculture and recycling. It is the color of nature and gives a calming effect 

while representing growth. 

This color has the ability to harmonize and give a better balance.





BLACKBLACK



Black is used to commonly target youth and a high-end audience.                                                                    
It creates mystery while representing power, authority and elegance in the logo.

It is best at translating the idea of timelessness, neutrality and exclusiveness.

In clothing however, black is commonly worn to reflect formality.







WHITEWHITE



White evokes purity, innovation & creativity.

In logos, it is usually used to signify innovation. 

In films and artwork, it usually represents purity.









GREYGREY



Grey is the colour of timelessness, practicality and sophistication

The automobile and jewelry industries like to use grey to portray classy, timeless products.





BLUEBLUE



Blue is usually used to signify trust.
It is the most popular colour when choosing colours for branding.

However, it can also be the colour of depression and coldness.







PURPLEPURPLE



Purple is commonly used to portray fantasy or royalty.

Stability of blue, energy of red.

It is associated with imaginative or wise traits.







PINKPINK



Pink is the colour of femininity and love.

Unlike Red, it stands for gentle love.

Commonly used to market products that are geared towards females.







COLOR ILLUSION



Source: slate.com

Do you remember The dress?





Colour Constancy
➔ human color perception system 

which ensures that the 
perceived color of objects 
remains relatively constant 
under varying illumination 
conditions.







Simultaneous Contrast
➔ refers to the way in which two different 

colors affect each other.



Simultaneous 
contrast of 

Hue

Source: notanothergardeningblog.com



Interaction of Colour, Josef Alber. Source: brainpickings.org

Which is darker?



2 colours, actually 1

Interaction of Colour, Josef Alber. Source: brainpickings.org



Reversed 
Ground

Source: collectingchroma

2 colours, actually 3



Colour 
Subtraction
4 colours, actually 3

Source: ColorGRCC

https://sites.google.com/site/colorgrcc/


3 Reds on white ground



3 Reds on different reds



Source: uncrated.wordpress.com

Increase in light



Simultaneous contrast of Value

Source: notanothergardeningblog.com



Source: notanothergardeningblog.com

Simultaneous contrast of Saturation



Source: vangoghgallery.comSource: vangoghgallery.com



Space 
illusion

Warm colours -> Near
Cool Colours -> Far

Source: toperfect.com



Source: cdn.decorpad.com Source: st.hzcdn.com



Bezold Effect
➔ the substitution of a single 

color causes every other color 
in the design to shift in 
relationships



Source: opticalspy.com



Source: newopticalillusions.com



Bezold Effect 

Source:handslikeice.deviantart.com



Successive Contrast
➔ the effect created when you look at 

an object or a color immediately 
after you have observed an object or 
color



After image
Colours are always 

complementary to that of 
the original image

Source: catherineshafer.com



Source: color-theory-phenomena.nl



Source: ldcompanion.wordpress.com



Colours will be perceived differently 
in...

➔ different lighting 
➔ different colour background 
➔ change of a single colour 
➔ colours that are too bright



Colours will be perceived differently 
in...

➔ different lighting (Colour Constancy)
➔ different colour background 
➔ change of a single colour 
➔ colours that are too bright 



Colours will be perceived differently 
in...

➔ different lighting (Colour Constancy)
➔ different colour background 

(simultaneous contrast)
➔ change of a single colour 
➔ colours that are too bright 



Colours will be perceived differently 
in...

➔ different lighting (Colour Constancy)
➔ different colour background 

(simultaneous contrast)
➔ change of a single colour (bezold 

effect)
➔ colours that are too bright 



Colours will be perceived differently 
in...

➔ different lighting (Colour Constancy)
➔ different colour background 

(simultaneous contrast)
➔ change of a single colour (bezold 

effect)
➔ colours that are too bright (successive 

contrast)
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